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The Benefits

To make your research known
To increase chance of citation
To correct attributions
To ensure research is counted in research assessment
To increase chance of new collaboration
To increase chance of funding
Different functions have created different systems

Disambiguation – ORCID/Scopus ID/Researcher ID
Promotion/Visibility/Networking - Personal sites/Institutional sites/Academia.edu/ResearchGate/Facebook/LinkedIn
Reference Management tools – Mendeley
Open Access Publishing – Institutional Repository
Research Assessment – CRIS/Institutional Repository
Search Engines – Google Scholar/Scopus ID
Different systems have different modus operandi

Institutional / Personal
Commercial / Not for profit
Open / Closed (... or shall I say *walled garden*)
If you authorize Crossref and DataCite to update your ORCID record

and you add your ORCID to your paper or dataset submission

when your publication gets a DOI, your ORCID record will get updated

AUTOMATICALLY!
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